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It is important for  
the content.

  This manual is applicable to the manual

version and automatic version.
you need any

  points for

The following symbols are used in this manual and this manual emphatically indicate 
something needed warning and matters needed  paying attention to.
you to completely understand and master

 Failure to note the warning in this manual will cause your personal injury.
: .Failure to note the notification in this manual will damage the Mateta

All of the information and pictures in this manual are determined after the scooter 
left the factory. If there were some improvements and changes, there will be no 
further notification

We believe that Maleta Scooter will not only bring comfort and   

 on your movement, but also make you feel even more joyful convenience
about your life

or

completely

Technology Ltd.
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scooter’s maintenance of



Feature Description

Battery and Charging Method



telescopic pipe

Telesccopic pipe

 The main difference is that the manual version is operated 
  

and shape.

 Mateta is mainly composed of the following parts:

Pipe Set Supporting
Motor

e

manually to fold and unfold,



9.

The Mateta is a unique scooter and the scooter is a trustworthy
product for middle-aged and elderly people, disabled people, weak elder people 
with walking hard and lacking endurance cripple or physically disabled people.

safety
comfort folded simply and conveniently carried
stable

also
4.Scooter is a portable and fordable scooter with light weight and small size which
  can bu put the trunk or take it with you through the public transportation.

it

desiqns
8.Starting smooth and braking stability.

It is ideal tool for middle-aged and elderly people or women to ride instead of 
walking and shopping in supermarket.
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charging base. 

Please placed humid



According to the way that following pictures show to operate the scooter w

automatically.

Mateta is equipped with electromagnetic brake and please don’t switch off the 
brake by hands. Please raise the head of the scooter to pull or pull the scooter 
after folding when you need to move your scooter by hands.

eneray as a mechanical and electical part



to seat direction
partly

marqin

 Pull outward with both hands.

1. Please keep your fingers away from the spots because  that may clip 
   your fingers when unfolding the scooter body.
2. Please don’t unfold the scooter body before the lock lever has been turned on.

be



don’t know

Pull the 

,



Please charge the battery every 3 months 

it

Please d

 Remove the key when you leave the scooter.

Please d



when the battery voltage is low and the battery charger outputs a large current, 
the battery need charging. voltage

indicated



you should charge it after using so that it can be
used next day.

The battery has 
already been fully charged before leaving the factory, but the battery may change 
its initial performance due to the temperature during transportation.

i

reduce

Please charge the battery fully in the second times 



place





5.Any modification of vehicle design is not allowed.

3.Damage mechanical by accidents

2.Don't using regular spare and


